Synonym for fuse

Join our early testers! See how your sentence looks with different synonyms. It explained
various chemical bonds and radioactive decays and how hydrogen nuclei in the sun are able to
overcome their mutual repulsion and fuse , producing sunlight. Grenell was tapped as foreign
policy spokesperson for the Romney campaign in , but after social conservatives blew a fuse ,
the relationship was ended after only 12 days. Now we are beginning to understand what lights
the fuse of these explosions. When the French generals reached the Austrian end they found a
sergeant of engineers actually proceeding to fire the fuse. From the said mixture, although they
tried it several times, it was impossible to fuse or melt the said ore. This Christian device is
made of a jam-tin or crock filled with gun-cotton and nails, and has a fuse attached to it. The
fuse is lighted and thrown by hand into the enemy's trench, where it explodes and does much
execution. This is simply made out of an old jam tin, whilst the fuse is lit before firing the charge
in the drain-pipe. Get Online Help For Kids! Fuse synonyms, fuse antonyms - FreeThesaurus.
Related to fuse: electrical fuse. Antonyms separate spread scatter dispense strew diffuse
dissipate disseminate disunite. Related Words cartridge fuse circuit breaker breaker electrical
device plug fuse. Related Words detonating fuse igniter ignitor lighter light safety fuse
time-fuse. Related Words change integrity gauge absorb meld melt mix in blend in accrete
conjugate admix alloy syncretise syncretize. Antonyms defuse. References in periodicals
archive? New ammunition. This gives us a high degree of confidence in TRM's ability to
simulate a fuse in this kind of simulation. PCB fusing currents: why, relatively speaking, wider
traces are quicker than narrower ones to reach the fusing temperature. Theatre workshops
supported. In other words, the maximum interrupting current or voltage for the parallel
combination is equal to that of one individual fuse only, and is not equal to the sum of the
interrupting currents or voltages of all the fuses. Smart physical fusing can help secure
datacenter uptime: protecting the blade servers that store data in the cloud. Once you find the
fuse box, locate the right fuse by checking the diagram located inside the cover. Find and
replace a blown fuse. The company said FUSE will retain its name and will become part of one
of its communications agencies GolinHarris under the deal, terms of which were not disclosed.
Circuit breakers--are you protected? Fuses offer an alternative in maintaining uninterrupted
service when implementing PDUs. According to astronomers working with the FUSE data, the
deuterium abundance along different sight lines from Earth varies between 5 and 23 parts per
million ppm in the galaxy. Too much deuterium? A chemical mystery in the Milky Way. The lift
charge lights a second fuse that leads to the burst charge. Countdown to kaboom! Fuse
products. Ready for takeoff: sound strategies and high risks boost entrepreneurs to the other
side of sacrifice--better known as success. The skilled artist will blend the fuse with details
applied to represent feathers, muscle tone, fish scales, or similar finish work. Chapter 7 Fusing:
joining ice to ice. So Fried studied metal sintering and figured out how to use mechanical and
ultrasonic vibration to fuse the particles together without melting them. Having Too Much Fun
to Retire. Thesaurus browser? Full browser? Some common synonyms of fuse are amalgamate
, blend , coalesce , commingle , merge , mingle , and mix. While all these words mean "to
combine into a more or less uniform whole," fuse stresses oneness and indissolubility of the
resulting product. In some situations, the words amalgamate and fuse are roughly equivalent.
However, amalgamate implies the forming of a close union without complete loss of individual
identities. The synonyms blend and fuse are sometimes interchangeable, but blend implies that
the elements as such disappear in the resulting mixture. The words coalesce and fuse can be
used in similar contexts, but coalesce implies an affinity in the merging elements and usually a
resulting organic unity. While the synonyms commingle and fuse are close in meaning,
commingle implies a closer or more thorough mingling. While in some cases nearly identical to
fuse , merge suggests a combining in which one or more elements are lost in the whole.
Although the words mingle and fuse have much in common, mingle usually suggests that the
elements are still somewhat distinguishable or separately active. The meanings of mix and fuse
largely overlap; however, mix may or may not imply loss of each element's identity. See more
words from the same year. Accessed 24 Feb. Nglish: Translation of fuse for Spanish Speakers.
Britannica English: Translation of fuse for Arabic Speakers. What made you want to look up
fuse? Please tell us where you read or heard it including the quote, if possible. Subscribe to
America's largest dictionary and get thousands more definitions and advanced searchâ€”ad
free! From ideals to friendships. Rest on them, but not for too long. And 'mood board' too. We're
intent on clearing it up. We're gonna stop you right there. How to use a word that literally drives
some pe The awkward case of 'his or her'. How many of these commonly confused words do
you Test your vocabulary with our question quiz! Login or Register. Thesaurus fuse verb. Save
Word. Words Related to fuse. Near Antonyms for fuse. Frequently Asked Questions About fuse
How is the word fuse different from other verbs like it? Keep scrolling for more. Learn More
about fuse. Share fuse Post more words for fuse to Facebook Share more words for fuse on

Twitter. Time Traveler for fuse The first known use of fuse was in See more words from the
same year. Thesaurus Entries near fuse furtively furtiveness fury fuse fused fuses fusillade See
More Nearby Entries. Style: MLA. Comments on fuse What made you want to look up fuse? Get
Word of the Day daily email! Test Your Vocabulary. A daily challenge for crossword fanatics.
Love words? Need even more definitions? We're intent on clearing it up 'Nip it in the butt' or
'Nip it in the bud'? We're gonna stop you right there Literally How to use a word that literally
drives some pe Is Singular 'They' a Better Choice? Play the game. Accessed 24 Feb. Nglish:
Translation of fused for Spanish Speakers. Britannica English: Translation of fused for Arabic
Speakers. What made you want to look up fused? Please tell us where you read or heard it
including the quote, if possible. Subscribe to America's largest dictionary and get thousands
more definitions and advanced searchâ€”ad free! From ideals to friendships. Rest on them, but
not for too long. And 'mood board' too. We're intent on clearing it up. We're gonna stop you
right there. How to use a word that literally drives some pe The awkward case of 'his or her'.
How many of these commonly confused words do you Test your vocabulary with our question
quiz! Login or Register. Thesaurus fused adjective. Save Word. Words Related to fused. Near
Antonyms for fused. Keep scrolling for more. Learn More about fused. Share fused Post more
words for fused to Facebook Share more words for fused on Twitter. Thesaurus Entries near
fused furtiveness fury fuse fused fuses fusillade fusillades See More Nearby Entries. Style:
MLA. Comments on fused What made you want to look up fused? Get Word of the Day daily
email! Test Your Vocabulary. A daily challenge for crossword fanatics. Love words? Need even
more definitions? We're intent on clearing it up 'Nip it in the butt' or 'Nip it in the bud'? We're
gonna stop you right there Literally How to use a word that literally drives some pe Is Singular
'They' a Better Choice? Play the game. The gender gap is still wide enough for a crisis like the
pandemic to pack it with explosives and light the fuse. It explained various chemical bonds and
radioactive decays and how hydrogen nuclei in the sun are able to overcome their mutual
repulsion and fuse , producing sunlight. Grenell was tapped as foreign policy spokesperson for
the Romney campaign in , but after social conservatives blew a fuse , the relationship was
ended after only 12 days. Now we are beginning to understand what lights the fuse of these
explosions. In its place came something which, striving to fuse Urdu and Telugu, seemed to
devalue both. There is a short fuse and a certain explosion at the end of this piece of treachery.
The author of the popular Pure and Fuse has completed the trilogy with the new book, Burn.
The classes, which can only be booked as semi-private, fuse the practices of Gyrotonic and
Pilates. When the French generals reached the Austrian end they found a sergeant of engineers
actually proceeding to fire the fuse. From the said mixture, although they tried it several times, it
was impossible to fuse or melt the said ore. This Christian device is made of a jam-tin or crock
filled with gun-cotton and nails, and has a fuse attached to it. The fuse is lighted and thrown by
hand into the enemy's trench, where it explodes and does much execution. This is simply made
out of an old jam tin, whilst the fuse is lit before firing the charge in the drain-pipe. Save This
Word! Idioms for fuse have a short fuse , Informal. Words nearby fuse fusain , Fusan , fusarium ,
fusarium wilt , fuscous , fuse , fuse box , fused kidney , fused quartz , fusee , fuselage. Compare
circuit breaker. Chiefly British. See melt 1. Words related to fuse weld , merge , melt , coalesce ,
combine , integrate , mingle , blend , dissolve , deliquesce , amalgamate , run , solder , federate ,
join , liquefy , unite , commingle , flux , cement. Example sentences from the Web for fuse The
gender gap is still wide enough for a crisis like the pandemic to pack it with explosives and light
the fuse. Males Are the Taller Sex. Chris
1999 cadillac deville trunk pull down switch
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tie Wilcox June 8, Quanta Magazine. Mergers of dense stellar remnants are likely trigger for
many supernovae John Barrat February 24, The Smithsonian Insider. Cut the Baloney on
Ukraine Leslie H. Napoleon's Marshals R. Letters of Lt. Derived forms of fuse fuseless ,
adjective. British to fail or cause to fail as a result of the blowing of a fuse the lights fused. A
safety device that protects an electric circuit from becoming overloaded. Fuses contain a length
of thin wire usually of a metal alloy that melts and breaks the circuit if too much current flows
through it. They were traditionally used to protect electronic equipment and prevent fires, but
have largely been replaced by circuit breakers. A cord of readily combustible material that is
lighted at one end to carry a flame along its length to detonate an explosive at the other end. To
melt something, such as metal or glass, by heating. To blend two or more substances by
melting. All rights reserved. Hate Typos? Get Grammar Coach.

